
 
 
RE: Newsy BITS from the Chateau Victoria Hotel & Suites 

 
Renovation Announcement for Chateau Victoria starts this month! 
 
We are happy to announce that our Traditional Room Renovation, originally scheduled for winter 
2020/21 is successfully scheduled for winter 2022/23.  Supply and contractor availability prevented our 
earlier plans from taking place, but we have everything we need to move forward now. 
 
Scope:  We are undergoing a complete remodeling of these rooms. Window, wall and floor treatments 
are all being modernized, along with cabinetry and in-room TV streaming entertainment upgrades. We 
will not be penetrating existing walls or concrete so noise can be contained primarily to the affected 
floors. 
 

Effective dates: October 17, 2022 to March 17, 2023.  
 
Floor’s affected: Levels 2, 3 and 4 which are our 
Traditional (standard rooms) 
 
Amenities affected: We anticipate no loss of our hotel 
amenities such as the pool, hot tub, exercise room, 
guest laundry, or meeting rooms. Our F&B outlets, Vista 
18 & Clive’s, will also remain open and unimpacted.  

 

 
LEGO Replica of Chateau Victoria Receives National Attention! 
 
One of our long-standing employees of over 18 years, Glenn Waddingham, has recently completed an 
18-month COVID initiated project of engineering a replica of our beloved property using over 62,000 

pieces of LEGO! His story has touched hearts locally, and has reached 
national audiences through various media channels.   
 
Glenn sourced each piece from various vendors around the world with 
meticulous detail and accuracy - most of the Minifigures were custom 
reconfigured to represent real people - key staff, contractors and regular 
guests who can be found acting out various tableaus within the build. 
 
He claims that his favourite part of this build was the anticipation of 
packages arriving in the mail daily containing specific parts of the building - 
it gave him a much needed sense of purpose during a time where he could 

not be of service to guests and teammates at the hotel during shut-downs. 
 

Watch the National coverage here: CTV News: Sawatsky Signoff | Lego Hotel 
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